
LONG STROKE 
3” STROKE  

At Ranger Brake our business is structured to meet the many challenges and opportunities of 
tomorrow.  We are positioned to support our customers with VALUE based products while 
direct-imports drive the market price to the floor with little concern for function or quality. 
 

These challenges sharpen our focus to satisfy the needs of our valued customers 
 
 
 
 
 

Available today, this CTS_Brake Chamber is for the cost-driven buyer concerned with inconsistent 
quality and function of a direct-import actuator and the many program weaknesses associated 
with hidden costs, long lead times, increased inventories, product liability insurance, warranty, 
currency exchange rate and literally zero technical support. 
 

All of Ranger Brakes VALUE based products offer you the freedom to sell your customer a safe 
and reliable, fully-functioning actuator that meets industry standards in every unit. 
 

We set out to guarantee the same product value and customer satisfaction 

with our NEW low-cost CTS_Brake Chamber.  Every inch of this CTS_Brake Chamber has been 
designed and engineered using a mixture of Rangers proven component 
compatibility knowledge combined with leading edge production techniques 
that provides important and necessary cost efficiencies to our overseas 
manufacturing line. 
 

We guarantee your satisfaction by putting each unit through a battery of 
performance tests all performed under the careful eyes of our highly 
trained quality and engineering staff located right here in Alexandria, TN. 
Our testing assures that each unit meets its rated stroke values, required 
hold-off and spring forces, just to name a few. 
 

We design, engineer, develop and test our actuator products to meet 
the highest requirements in performance and durability, all in America… 
 

Rangers BTS_Brake Chambers  offer unparalleled OE equivalent performance, 
function and durability all backed by a 4-year warranty while our 

ETS_Brake Chambers offer unheard of performance and function with a better price 
tag and supported by a 2-year warranty. These chambers represent Rangers 

 premier stallions. 
 

Here is a review of the CTS_Brake Chamber attributes. 

CTS-3030 
CTS-3030LS 

—— 

CPS-3030K 
CPS-3030KLS 

AVAILABLE  

NOW 

Ranger is excited to announce our latest, completely ground floor engineered: 

CTS _ Cost-focused Tandem Spring-Brake 

12.750” 
EXPOSED 

Available NOW 

CTS-3030LS 
Long Stroke 

BRAKE CHAMBER 



 

CTS-3030LS 
Long Stroke 

Component Synchronized for Maximum Performance 

CTS-3030LS _ Parking Spring _Meets SAE Requirements for Force Output _ Elastic Coating Protection 

CTS-3030LS _ Reinforced _Welded Studs 

CTS-3030LS _ Design Strengthened Non-Pressure Housing 

CTS-3030LS _ Robust _Double O-Ring Center Seals 

CTS-3030LS _ Proven Spring Housing _ Corrosion Protected 

CTS-3030LS _ Time-tested _Nylon Reinforced Diaphragm 

CTS-3030LS _ Long Push Rod 


